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FORMVERSE and INFOESTRATEGICA ENTER INTO PARTNERSHIP TO DELIVER FORMVERSE
ENTERPRISE AUTOMATION PLATFORM TO LATIN AMERICA
April 2, 2019

Calgary, Alberta, Canada, Pleasanton CA, USA & Mexico City, Mexico – Today, FORMVERSE, Inc. and Infoestratégica announced a partnership that
will allow Infoestratégica to distribute FORMVERSE’s patented no-code Enterprise Automation Platform (EAP) to their clients in the Latin American Market.
Infoestratégica plans to work with FORMVERSE to expand the functionality of their existing products including SARIP, an integral solution for Document and
Archives Management.
Infoestratégica, located in Mexico City and Bogota, is one of the largest Document and Archives Management vendors in Latin America. Infoestratégica CEO,
José Luis Ascárraga, says that Infoestratégica will work with FORMVERSE to provide support for their Latin American SARIP customers by adding FORMVERSE’s
powerful automation capabilities to their current product offerings.
“We are very excited at the opportunity to add FORMVERSE’s intelligent automation functionality to our products like SARIP! We are very impressed with the
FORMVERSE Enterprise Automation technology and believe it will greatly benefit our customers,” said José Luis Ascárraga, Director General, of Infoestratégica.
“FORMVERSE will help our customers automate the flow of documents and archive records into and out of SARIP, adding a lot of additional value!”. “ Combine
that capability with the ability to create configurable applications that fully-integrate data and attachments with our customer’s other enterprise applications
and we feel there will be many ways that working with FORMVERSE will help our customers!”
Combining FORMVERSE’s Enterprise Automation Platform with Infoestratégica’s SARIP Solution and Latin America IT industry expertise is a big win for
Infoestratégica clients. As both a FORMVERSE Certified Partner and provider of their own innovative software products, Infoestratégica can now provide
customers with an even wider array of enterprise solutions.
“We are extremely pleased to have Infoestratégica as a partner. Corporations and Governments in Latin America need the kind of sophisticated functionality
that FORMVERSE EAP and products like SARIP can provide. Having such a quality and experienced team led by José Luis will help Latam customers immensely!
Infoestratégica’s local presence will provide customers in Latin America with the exceptional experience that FORMVERSE is known for and be a great
extension of FORMVERSE’s commitment to our customers worldwide.” said Drake Deininger, Executive Vice President of FORMVERSE in Pleasanton, CA.

ABOUT Infoestratégica, http://www.infoestrategica.com- Infoestratégica is a value-added information integration consultancy headquartered in Mexico
City, with offices across Latin America. The company is dedicated to the presentation and development of information services solutions for academic,
corporate, and government organizations. As an independent organization, it establishes best practices for its clients in the execution of information projects
and institutional knowledge programs.

ABOUT FORMVERSE- FORMVERSE is an innovative technology company with offices in Silicon Valley and Canada. FORMVERSE is the leading provider of
Enterprise Automation Platforms (EAPs). FORMVERSE customers include Fortune 500 companies and governments in the US, Canada, Latin America, Europe
and Asia-Pacific. FORMVERSE’s patented technology leverages a client’s existing infrastructure, transforming it into a configurable no-code automation
application development platform. FORMVERSE PASSPORT intelligently and automatically integrates data with customer’s existing enterprise applications.
For further information, please visit the FORMVERSE website at www.formverse.com
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